Significant progress has been made in the past decade for full-reference image quality assessment (FR-IQA). However, new large scale image quality databases have been released for evaluating image quality assessment algorithms. In this study, our goal is to give a comprehensive evaluation of state-of-the-art FR-IQA metrics using the recently published KADID-10k database which is largest available one at the moment. Our evaluation results and the associated discussions is very helpful to obtain a clear understanding about the status of state-of-the-art FR-IQA metrics.
Introduction
Image quality assessment (IQA) is an important element of various applications ranging from display technology to video surveillance and ADAS systems. Furthermore, image quality measurements require a balanced investigation of visual content and features. Digital images may suffer from various distortions during transmission, storing, and sharing. Owing to recent developments in multimedia technology and camera systems, the design of reliable IQA algorithms has attracted considerable attention. Consequently, IQA has been the focus of many research studies and patents.
In this study, we provide a comprehensive evaluation of 29 full-reference image quality assessment (FR-IQA) metrics on the recently published KADID-10k database [1] .
The rest of this study is organized as follows. Subsection 1.1 briefly reviews subjective visual quality assessment. In Subsection 1.2, the definition and common classification of objective visual quality assessment are given. In Subsection 1.3 the common evaluation of metrics of visual quality assessment algorithms are given. Section 2 summarizes our evaluation results. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section 3.
Subjective visual quality assessment
Visual signals (digital images and videos) can undergo a wide variety of distortions after their capture during compression, transmission, and storage. Human observers are the end users of visual content; thus, the quality of visual signals should ideally be evaluated in subjective user studies in a laboratory environment involving specialists. During these user studies, subjective quality scores are collected from each participant. Subsequently, the quality of a visual signal is given a mean opinion score (MOS), which is calculated as the arithmetic mean of all the individual quality ratings. In most cases, an absolute category rating is applied, which ranges from 1.0 (bad quality) to 5.0 (excellent quality). Other standardized quality ratings also exist, such as a continuous scale ranging from 1.0 to 100.0, but Huynh-Thu et al. [2] noted that there are no statistical differences between the different scales used for the same visual stimuli.
Several international standards such as ITU BT.500-13 [3] , ITU P910 [4] have been proposed for performing subjective visual quality assessment. As already mentioned, the main goal of subjective visual quality assessment is to assign a score of the user's percieved quality to each visual signal in a given set of signals. The resulted assessment arXiv:1907.02096v1 [eess.IV] 3 Jul 2019 might vary significantly because of many factors such as lightning conditions and the choice of subjects. For visual quality assessment images or videos are displayed for a given period of time and scores can be either qualitatively or quantitatively scaled -single incentive rating method -or both test and reference images can be displayed at the same time -double incentive rating -to the observers. ITU-R BT.500-13 [3] gives detailed recommendations about viewing conditions, monitor resolution, selection of test materials, observers, test session, grading scales, analysis and interpretation of the results. There are four primary methods for the subjective image and video quality rating which are compared in [5] .
• Single stimulus (SS) or absolute category rating (ACR): test images or videos are displayed on a screen for a fixed amount of time, after that, they will disappear from the screen and observers will be asked to rate the quality of them on an abstract scale containing one of the five categories: excellent, good, fair, poor, or bad. All of the test images or videos are displayed randomly. In order to avoid quantization artifacts, some methods use continuous rather than categorical scales [3] . In Table 1 an example of ACR is shown. MOS of 5 represents the best image quality, while 1 is the worst image quality.
• Double stimulus categorical rating: It is similar to the single stimulus method but in this method both the test and reference signals are being displayed for a fixed amount of time. After that, images or videos will disappear from the screen and observers will be asked to rate the quality of the test image or video according to the abstract scale described earlier.
• Ordering by force-choice pair-wise comparison: two images or videos of the same scene are being displayed for observers. Afterward , they are asked to choose the image or the video with higher quality. Observers are always required to choose one image or video even if both images or videos possess no difference. There is no time limit for observers to make the decision. The drawback of this approach is that it requires more trials to compare each pair of conditions.
• Pair-wise similarity judgments: In this process observers are asked not only to choose the image or video with higher quality, but also to indicate the level of difference between them on a continuous scale. Different scales can be utilized for the final score, e.g. the percieved quality of a visual signal can be calculated as the mean of the scores that each observer assigned to that visual signal named Mean Opinion Score (MOS).
Subjective visual quality assessment has some drawbacks which limit their applications:
-They are time-consuming and expensive because subjective results are obtained through experiments with many observers.
-They cannot be part of real-time applications such as image transmission systems.
-Their results depend on the observers' physical conditions and emotional state. Factors such as display device and lighting condition heavily affect the results of such experiments.
Therefore the development of objective visual quality assessment methods that are able to predict the perceptual quality of visual signals is of high importance.
Objective visual quality assessment
As mentioned in the previous subsection, subjective visual quality assessment is expensive, time consuming, and labor intensive, thereby preventing its application to real-time systems, such as video surveillance or video streaming. Moreover, the results obtained by subjective visual quality assessment depend on the physical condition, emotional state, personality, and culture of the observers [6] . As a consequence, there is an increasing need for objective visual quality assessment. The classification of visual quality assessment algorithms is based on the availability of the original (reference) signal.
If a reference signal is not available, a visual quality assessment algorithm is regarded as a no-reference (NR) one. NR algorithms can be classified into two further groups, where the so-called distortion-specific NR algorithms assume that a specific distortion is present in the visual signal, whereas general purpose (or non-distortion specific) algorithms operate on various distortion types. Reduced-reference (RR) methods retain only part of the information from the reference signal, whereas full-reference (FR) algorithms have full access to the complete reference medium to predict the quality scores. Figure 1 illustrates the classification of visual quality assessment methods.
Evaluation criteria for assessing visual quality metrics
The evaluation of objective visual quality assessment is based on the correlation between the predicted and the groundtruth quality scores. Pearson's linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) and Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient (SROCC) are widely applied to this end. The PLCC between data set A and B is defined as
where A and B stand for the average of set A and B, A i and B i denote the ith elements of set A and B, respectively. For two ranked sets A and B SROCC is defined as
whereÂ andB are the middle ranks of set A and B. KROCC between dataset A and B can be calculated as
where n is the length of the input vectors, n c is the number of concordant pairs between A and B, and n d is the number of discordant pairs between A and B.
Evaluation Results
As already mentioned, KADID-10k 1 [1] database was used to evaluate the performance of the considered 29 FR-IQA metrics whose original source codes are available. KADID-10k [1] consists of 81 pristine images and 10,125 distorted images derived from the pristine images considering 25 different distortion types at 5 intensity levels (10, 125 = 81 × 25 × 5). Table 2 shows the considered distortion types and their corresponding numeric codes in KADID-10k [1] .
As already mentioned, we have evaluated 29 FR-IQA methods on KADID-10k [1] using their default input parameter settings (if any). Furthermore, we report on PLCC, SROCC, and KROCC for the entire database in Table 3 . It can be clearly seen from the results that there is still a lot of space for the improvement of FR-IQA algorithms because none of the considered state-of-the-art FR-IQA metrics could perform over 0.9 PLCC/SROCC/KROCC. On the whole, HaarPSI [7] and MDSI [8] achieved the best results and significantly outperformed other state-of-the-art methods. Older metrics, such as UQI [9] , IFC [10] , QILV [11] , perform rather weak. Surprisingly, the performance of the older SSIM [12] is comparable to more recent FR-IQA methods. In Tables 4, 5 and 6, the PLCC, SROCC, and KROCC values are given with respect to each distortion level. In KADID-10k [1] , Level 1 represents the lowest possible distortion level, while Level 5 stands for the highest distortion level. Surprisingly, some FR algorithms, such as UQI [9] , SUMMER [13] , QILV [11] , MS-SSIM [14] , MAD [15] , IFC [10] , give significantly better results on images with lower distortion intensity levels than on images with higher distortion intensity levels. Similarly, Tables 7, 8 , and 9 summarize the PLCC, SROCC, and KROCC values with respect to the different distortion types. It can be seen that the FR metrics' performance is not uniform. The measured PLCC/SROCC/KROCC values over different distortion types may differ very significantly for almost all FR algorithm. For instance, VSI's [16] performance over #01 distortion type is among the best, while the performance over #20 distortion type is rather weak. Moreover, #20 distortion type proves very challenging for all metrics. The measured data provided in Tables 7, 8 , and 9 is very useful to improve existing FR metrics because challenging distortion types can be identified easily. [18] 2018 0.804 0.861 0.678 DSS [19] 2015 0.791 0.860 0.674 ESSIM [20] 2013 0.551 0.823 0.634 FSIM [21] 2011 0.677 0.829 0.639 FSIMc [21] 2011 0.710 0.854 0.665 GMSD [22] 2013 0.805 0.847 0.664 GSM [23] 2011 0.597 0.780 0.588 HaarPSI [7] 2018 0.841 0.885 0.699 IFC [10] 2005 0.257 0.534 0.390 IFS [24] 2015 0.698 0.871 0.690 MAD [15] 2010 0.586 0.724 0.535 MCSD [25] 2016 0.788 0.846 0.662 MDSI (add.) [8] 2016 0.845 0.885 0.702 MDSI (mult.) [8] 2016 0.844 0.884 0.703 MS-SSIM [14] 2016 0.686 0.802 0.609 PerSIM [26] 2015 0.798 0.824 0.634 QILV [11] 2006 0.343 0.505 0.351 QSSIM [27] 2011 0.642 0.730 0.543 RFSIM [28] 2010 0.816 0.825 0.631 RVSIM [29] 2018 0.729 0.719 0.540 SRSIM [30] 2012 0.639 0.839 0.652 SSIM [12] 2004 0.645 0.718 0.532 SUMMER [13] 2019 0.670 0.723 0.540 UQI [9] 2002 0.238 0.300 0.204 VIFP [31] 2004 0.648 0.650 0.477 VSI [16] 2014 0.804 0.861 0.678 Method  #01  #02  #03  #04  #05  #06  #07  #08  #09  #10  #11  #12  #13  #14  #15  #16  #17  #18  #19  #20  #21  #22  #23  #24 Method  #01  #02  #03  #04  #05  #06  #07  #08  #09  #10  #11  #12  #13  #14  #15  #16  #17  #18  #19  #20  #21  #22  #23  #24 
Conclusion
In this study, we extensively evaluated 29 state-of-the-art FR-IQA methods on KADID-10k [1] dataset which is the largest publicly available image quality database containing 81 pristine images and 10,125 distorted ones. The considered FR-IQA algorithms' prediction performance were reported with respect to the entire database, different distortion intensity levels, and different distortion types.
